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Position Operations Associate 

Reports to Operations Manager 

Compensation This is a temporary, non-exempt, grade 3 position 

Date  July 2015 

 
 
Summary 
 
The Operations Associate is responsible for 1) Entry and SDQA’ing of financial, clerical and output 
related information in recordkeeping system (Gemini), 2) Creating and maintaining accurate reporting as 
it relates to Operations, 3) Assisting other team members as needed  
 
Responsibilities 

 Complete routine and complex data entry utilizing the Gemini system for financial transactions 
and account information 

 Perform same day quality assurance (SDQA) functions and edit other team member’s data entry 
work by documenting and performing feedback on errors 

 Become fully trained in all brokerage procedures to serve as a backup for Brokerage Associates 
when needed 

 Support mail ops procedures and mail reporting when assigned 

 Create and maintain Operations related procedures and business policies 

 Compile and complete Operations related reports in a timely manner 

 Assist with the outputs process; primary in maintaining reports related to outputs 

 Assist with the aged grant checks and the stop and re-issue process; primary in providing 
feedback through reports 

 Provide recommendations for system enhancements.  Test and validate enhancements and 
provide feedback 

 Independently identify Operations related issues and trends and recommend improvements to 
workflow efficiencies 

 Support cross-training efforts within team and assist others to ensure team responsibilities are 
covered 

 Achieve and maintain high level of efficiency with functional skills, desktop applications and 
appropriate equipment and applications  

 Demonstrate proficiency and understanding of VC’s policies and guidelines 

 Maintain effective work relationships by handling peer and management interactions in a positive 
and cooperative manner 

 Understands the roles and responsibilities as a staff member to VC’s Business Contingency 
Program.  Positively influences and supports the organization in meeting contingency business 
objectives. 

 Actively participate in special projects and perform other duties as assigned 
 
Requirements 

 College degree or equivalent work experience 

 One to two years of business experience; Operations experience preferred 

 Strong attention to detail 

 Strong problem resolution and time management skills 

 Strong written and verbal communication skills 

 Able to interact effectively with prospects/donors, management and co-workers 

 Ability and willingness to participate in team environment 


